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BONDE 1000 HOUSING:

BIZANA RESIDENTS TO RECEIVE 1000 NEW HOUSING UNITS

ABOVE LEFT: Makhabal‟daka is one of the beneficiary villages of the Bonde 1000 project
where construction of some of the targeted 1000 units has taken place.

Beneficiaries of the Bonde 1000 Housing project have expressed great satisfaction and excitement with the design
and construction of the first set of subsidy houses that are under construction.
Bonde 1000 is a rural housing initiative of the Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements, with Lima as the
turnkey contractor.
The construction phase of the project started in
mid-July and will culminate in the construction of 1000
houses, built within existing rural homesteads across
eight villages in the Bizana Local Municipality, Eastern
Cape.
So far, work has commenced on 150 units and of
these, 40 have been completed.
ABOVE: Lima foreman, Siphelele Nongwenjane
inspects one of the completed units

Construction is on track to complete the target number
of units within the two-year programme.

Very happy with how the project is progressing thus far, Lima‟s site manager, Sherwin Draai said: “Site has gained
momentum, and is now fully resourced with the required construction teams. The community is also excited about
the progress and is playing an active role in the project. We look forward to the project continuing to gain
momentum, with many happy beneficiaries receiving the keys to their much needed houses.”

THE BONDE 1000 HOUSING PROJECT
IS PROUDLY FUNDED BY:
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OXFAM WASH PROGRAMME
CHILD-FRIENDLY SANITATION BLOCK LAUNCHED

ABOVE: Newly built, child-friendly sanitation block in Mbulula Crèche in Braemar, Umzinto.

The recent launch of a newly built, child-friendly sanitation block in Mbulula Crèche in Braemar, Umzinto marked a
new beginning for the rural early childhood development (ECD) centre and signified another stride taken through
Oxfam International‟s Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) programme.
WASH aims to assist rural communities to get adequate access to water and sanitation whilst also ensuring that
general hygiene knowledge is imparted to them. The programme is implemented in various countries by selected
implementing agents.
Among these implementers is Lima Rural Development Foundation (Lima) which, in partnership with Save the
Children KZN, made the infrastructural transformation project at Mbulula Crèche possible.
Staff in the engineering division at Lima specifically designed and constructed the toilet facility to meet the needs
and demands of children in the preschool phase- as communicated by ECD practitioners at the crèche.
The requirements included, among others, that the circumference of toilet seats for the children had to be small
relative to those for adults and that the building had to have minimal privacy. This is so children can learn from
watching each other and to allow practitioners to keep watch over the children while using the loo.
The structure has three cubicles (one of which is for practitioners), a storeroom and a washbasin with two tippy taps.
A separate washbasin was also installed in the adult toilet.
Unlike the previous pit latrine used by the crèche, the new toilet uses the pour-flush system and a water tank was
installed to assist with this.
*continue to next page
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The building structure was well-received with all ECD
practitioners at the crèche as well as representatives
from Save the Children and Oxfam who attended the
launch.
Crèche Supervisor Eunice Mjoka said she was very
excited that the construction phase of the building was
finally complete. “Because of this project, we now have
water coming in from the stand pipe into the tank and
our children can comfortably use a toilet tailor-made to
suit their needs. We are also the first crèche to use
this toilet system within the municipality so we will
serve as a model for all other ECD centres. We are
truly grateful to Oxfam, Lima and Save the Children for
this project,” she added.

ABOVE: Crèche Supervisor Eunice Mjoka assists a child in the
newly built pour flush toilet facility.

Grant Pellow-Jarman, the head of Lima‟s engineering department, said working alongside with the practitioners at
Mbulula Crèche was a learning curve for him.
“The sanitation needs of a preschool differ to that of a primary or high school. Some preschool children need
assistance when using the toilet so that needed to be taken into consideration during the design phase. We also had
to accommodate the needs of the disabled. I believe that we addressed all the requirements in the design which we
constructed. We are not suggesting that this is the model answer, though we hope that some aspects of the design
will address some of the challenges that this environment faces and that they can be adopted in similar facilities in
future,” he said.
The crèche also has a new resource centre with various reading and writing material and toys within the premises
which Save the Children facilitated. This was launched with the sanitation block. The exterior of the centre was creatively painted by Lima Art and Crafts Facilitator Anita Dlamini.
Save the Children works with about 22 ECD centres in Umzinto where it implements Oxfam‟s WASH programme. It
also conducts training for ECD practitioners to fully equip them for the environment in which they work.

ABOVE: Art & Crafts Facilitator Anita Dlamini painted the front view of the crèche‟s newly launched Resource Centre.

THIS WASH PROJECT IS A
PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN:
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LEARNING SUPPORT UNIT: WESTERN CAPE
LEARNING SUPPORT UNIT LINKAGE APPROACH BENEFITS
WESTERN CAPE COMMUNITY WORK PROGRAMME

The Lima Learning Support Unit (LSU) is providing partnership facilitation and linkage support and had over the past
two years facilitated cooperation between various institutions that are focusing on Early Childhood Development and
the Community Work Programme (CWP).

The DG Murray Trust is currently supporting the “Stigting vir Bemagting in Afrikaans” or SBA as it is known to
expand its target reach in the context of the Zoe Reading Project to more Afrikaans speaking communities in the
Western Cape.
The aim of the project is to increase literacy levels and foster a love for reading within these communities.
The project is implemented in the Cape Flats and Boland areas and reaches over 6800 learners.
Zoe Project facilitators are selected and trained, after which they start their own reading groups within their
respective communities. On-going practical training continues after the group is launched. Children that are part of
the reading groups have access to a mini-library and can borrow three books a week for reading at home (visit SBA
website for more information).
The Lima LSU was requested to provide linkage support between the SBA and Dhladhla Foundation, which is the
CWP implementing agency (IA) in the Western Cape. The partnership was fostered in July 2015 and implementation
of the programme commenced in Witzenberg as it was a priority area for both the SBA and the CWP IA.
Selection of participants were done in September, and training of fifteen CWP participants ensued, covering aspects
of the development of a learning plan, the value of storytelling; and techniques for effective story telling. Six ECD
centres in Ceres, Prince Alfred Hamlet and Bella Vista are benefiting from the CWP- SBA partnership.

ABOVE: Joanie Flucks, Zoe Project Facilitator at Oppie Koppie Creche, conducts a story telling session with the children.
“Parents look forward to children bringing books home.” – Joanie Flucks
“Children look forward to reading sessions and their vocabulary is growing.” – Christaline Koopman
*continue to next page
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Experiences of Nelmari Kemp (pictured below), SBA project coordinator during a November 2015 site visit:
“As I enter the classroom the look of amazement on the 14 little faces in front of me immediately draws my attention.
The bright little eyes are not fixed on the door,
however, but rather on the teacher holding up
the story time book – an activity that has
become a part of their classroom routine over
the course of the last four months as part of the
Zoë Reading project conducted by SBA in
partnership with CWP and the DG Murray
Trust.
Even though this programme has only been implemented in ECD centres in Ceres, Bella Vista and Prince Alfred
Hamlet since September 2015, it has been in existence for a number of years, reaching more than 3000 learners
between the ages of 3 and 9 years across the Cape Peninsula just in 2015.
This newfound partnership makes use of the CWP participants in the area to act as reading facilitators in ECD
centres in order to promote literacy as part of early childhood development. The SBA‟s focus with this project is to
spark a love of reading and stories among Afrikaans-speaking children through reading groups and mini-libraries.
Reading sessions consist of reading aloud, singing, nursery rhymes and creative activities all aimed at reading for
enjoyment.
Apart from positive feedback from schools and parents, the bright eyes of the young ones sitting in a circle around
their story teller, fascinated by the wonderful world of stories, is the true reflection of the necessity and value of a
project such as this.”

LEFT: Oppie Koppie Crèche principal, teachers and learners. RIGHT: Book corner at the Oppie Koppie Crèche.

THIS PROGRAMME IS A PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN:
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MEDUPI LEADERSHIP INTIATIVE
WORKING FOR ECOSYSTEMS INCREASES LOCAL JOBS

The Working for Ecosystems Extended Public Works Programme (WFE EPWP) which Lima started implementing
in Lephalale, Limpopo from April 2014 is making good progress so far.
This was discovered at the 2015 Medupi Leadership Initiative (MLI) Field Visit which recently took place at D‟Nyala
Nature Reserve, just outside Lephalale.
MLI is a non-profit entity funded by Eskom and Murray & Roberts, established to create employment for unskilled
and semi-skilled residents of Lephalale, where the Medupi power station is currently being constructed. As the
construction of the power station progresses, some employees are demobilised. The former Medupi workers,
including other local dwellers, are therefore absorbed into the different projects of the entity.
Organised by the MLI team, the field visit brought implementers and stakeholders of the entity‟s various projects
together, where they interacted and learnt about each other‟s work. The visit was also about reviewing the work
done on all the projects (Working for Ecosystems, Working for fire, among others) thus far. The various project
leaders gave brief reports on the latter, after which short demonstrations of the day-to-day work done by
participants took place.
Nthabiseng Malebo, who heads the MLI team, thanked the implementers for their good work, affirming that they
have watered the seed which Eskom planted. She urged everyone, including the MLI team, to keep up the good
work as this will benefit the country at large.
The WFE EPWP, funded by MLI and the national Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA), is implemented in
five main villages in Lephalale, namely, Seleka, Thabo Mbeki, Abbotspoort, Shongoane and Marapong Township.
It requires participants to clear an indigenous invasive species called sickle bush in specific areas in the Waterberg
District. Six hundred participants (half of whom are former Medupi employees and the other half local residents)
were employed from the main villages.
The project also includes a food security component which involves the establishment and maintenance of food
gardens in the targeted villages. The main focus was in schools where the participants‟ children are enrolled.
Fifteen school food gardens are currently maintained by the project. The produce helps in the event of community
funerals, school functions and even in supporting those who cannot afford to buy food due to illnesses.

ABOVE LEFT: The WFE EPWP team with Project Manager Raymond Marageni and Agricultural Facilitator Jack Mothiba.
ABOVE RIGHT: Participants of WFE EPWP clearing sickle bush at D‟Nyala Nature Reserve in Limpopo.
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WE DIG DIGNITY: PARTICIPANT PROFILES

In this edition, INDIMA speaks to two WFE EPWP participants Daphney Mokobodi and Pontsho Sumane who share
their experience on working on this project and how their lives have been impacted by it.

MEET PONTSHO SUMANE

My name is Pontsho Sumane. I am 33 years old and am originally from a
township called Mahweleng in Mokopane, Limpopo. I completed my
primary and high school education there. After matriculating in 1999, I
enrolled for a National Certificate (Vocational) and thereafter took a
computer course at Tshwane North TVET College.
When the construction project of the Medupi Power Station began, I
moved to Marapong village- one of the main villages where the WFE
EPWP is implemented by Lima. I was first recruited as a material tester
at Medupi and then, after being demobilised, I went on to work on the
WFE bush clearing project.
My position as a senior supervisor requires me to plan daily tasks, set specific job targets and ensure that these are
met, write daily reports on the staff‟s attendance and to be the go-between for staff and management. My job
description fits in well with my personality because I love interacting with people. But when you work with people who
come from different walks of life, conflict is bound to arise. Our team is no exception to the latter but we always strive
to resolve whatever issues that may cause tension in order to work in harmony again.
Without a doubt, Lima‟s involvement in this project has been of benefit to me. Through the organisation‟s facilitation, I
have learnt the importance of having a good work ethic, financial literacy and team work.
With my monthly wage, I have been able to get a few things for myself, can afford to pay for my policies and attend to
some of my 12-year old daughter‟s needs. I also believe that the projects of the Medupi Leadership Initiative have
helped better the lives of the Lephalale community. By establishing quality skills development programmes and
creating employment, the entity has, to some degree, contributed to poverty alleviation. I hope that in future, such
programmes can be introduced in other communities outside of Lephalale as well.

MEET DAPHNEY MOKOBODI

My name is Daphney Mokobodi, a single 32 year old from a
small village called Non-parella in Blouberg Municipality,
Limpopo. This is where I was born and bred. It was here also
where I completed my primary and part of my secondary school
education (I didn‟t matriculate).
I am currently based in Lephalale where I work as an
administrator on the WFE EPWP. Previously, I was a steel fixer
at the Medupi Power Station construction site.
Coming from a village where poverty is rife, and being the sole breadwinner in the family, I welcomed the opportunity
to work at Medupi wholeheartedly. When I was demobilised and recruited under WFE EPWP, I was equally happy.
My day-to-day task in my current job is to ensure that employees working on the sites report on and off duty on time.
I also serve as a mediator between management and employees. The experience has been beneficial for me in that I
get to perfect the computer skills I acquired through pursuing a Computer Diploma at New Arizona Communications
and Training. I also have attained interpersonal and leadership skills. My dream is to put my siblings through tertiary
and ensure that my family has a roof over their heads.
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CANADIAN FUND FOR LOCAL INITIATIVES
CULTIVATING FARM MANAGEMENT SKILLS

ABOVE: Farm management workshop participants receiving a certificate for their achievements.

Efficient farming practices can help farmers grow their businesses and improve farm lands to become important
engines of economic growth. However, land management can be challenging, especially for communities that are
new to farming.
In communities near Vryheid in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, learning about farm management is helping farmers
transform previously unused land into active and productive farms.
To help these communities develop farming businesses, the High Commission of Canada supported a recent
project by Lima through the Canada Fund for Local Initiatives (CFLI). Lima, is helping five Community Property
Associations (CPAs) near Vryheid reform their land into productive farms and establish farming businesses.
With support from the High Commission, Lima provided a series of six workshops in each of the five communities
to help enhance their farm management skills and financial literacy. The training was attended by members of the
CPA Executive Committees, who are responsible for overseeing and managing the community‟s property.
The six workshops included training on the roles and responsibilities of members of the CPA Executive, financial
management of farming businesses, office administration, and legislation compliance. Upon completion of the
series of six workshops, participants received training certificates to commemorate their achievements.
These workshops have helped members of the community gain in-depth knowledge about effective farm
management. This knowledge will help the communities to build and maintain strong farms on lands that were
previously underused. (Article supplied by the High Commission of Canada in South Africa)
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WE DIG DIGNITY: STAFF PROFILE
On the surface, Ms Heather Botes comes across as a tough,
no-nonsense lady who keeps everyone at arm‟s length. She happens
to have a good sense of humour if you visit her office (with printed
jokes stuck all over her office wall).
Briefly tell us about yourself?
My name is Heather Botes and I am 57 years old. To describe myself
in a nutshell, I am a typical Virgo perfectionist- I believe in doing
things right the first time round! Although many may think otherwise
in the workplace, I am compassionate. I prefer few close friends and
spending personal time with them to large crowds and parties. I am
also extremely independent and enjoy my freedom. On the family
front, I come from a family of four; my mother was a housewife and
my father worked as a clerk for Goldfields. I have an older sister- the
two of us are opposites in all respects! I am divorced with no kids.
What qualification do you have and why did you choose this career? What is your current position at Lima?
I have a Diploma in Financial Accounting from Varsity College. I worked in the life assurance industry for 20 years in
administration and financial advisory. I hate marketing so I decided to study bookkeeping and accounting in 2002. I
thereafter ran a business until March 2006 when I joined Lima. I oversee all administration and financial matters.
You have been working for the organisation for close to a decade now. What keeps you going?
Constant growth provides new challenges all the time, which is extremely stimulating.
Please share some of the memorable experiences you have had at Lima thus far?
There are plenty. One is of the support I got from the Lima team after being attacked in my home in 2008. Another is
of the period when Lima was the Community Work Programme Lead Agent. We managed the payroll for 64500
participants. The most memorable is of Kathy Pitout and I paying December wages from the boot of my car at a
service station because the wage money had not reached our account at the time and Lima was closed for the year.
Being able to provide an income to so many poverty stricken households was extremely rewarding and seeing
approximately R44 million transferred from our bank account to these people, was government money well spent.
How do you envision life after retirement?
I plan on retiring at 65. I intend to travel as much as possible- I will certainly keep active and busy.
You are quite the jetsetter these days. What are some of the highlights from your expeditions?
The year 2015 has been a year of travel as I wanted to tick off two items on my “bucket list”. I have always wanted
to go to the Victoria Falls, I have a passion for wildlife and always longed to fly in a helicopter. In September, my
wishes came true; I visited Chobe Game Reserve in Botswana and also took a day trip to Vic Falls where I took a
helicopter ride. I also spent a weekend in Drakensberg and took another helicopter flight in Champagne Castle area.
Do you have any talents or interesting hobbies?
I am not sporty; I enjoy reading crime novels and, recently, I picked on the latest craze - adult colouring in books.
What is your understanding of dignity?
Dignity is being able to hold one‟s head up high regardless of the circumstances one is faced with. It is maintaining
self-respect and being kind and supportive to those who are less fortunate.
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WE DIG DIGNITY: STAFF PROFILE
For technical or vehicle related issues at Lima, he is your go to guy.
Ever so cool, calm and collected, he attends to all our demands
without fail. But the demands of the job somewhat seem like a tip of
the iceberg when you have a three-year old daughter like Thergan
Govender does? A very proud father, Govender actually finds
fatherhood an exciting experience - even when he has to play with
Barbie dolls. Find out more interesting facts about “Mr Fix It” in the
following interview.
Briefly tell us about yourself?
My name is Thergan Govender, a 32-year old who was born and
raised in Pietermaritzburg. I am incredibly blessed to have both my
parents around. I am the youngest, so growing up with two elder
sisters was quite challenging to say the least - I could do no wrong!
Describe your personality?
I believe I am a level-headed & objective person. As a father to a three-year old little girl, I pride myself in laying the
building blocks of honesty, integrity & transparency in all that I do.
What qualification do you have and where did you obtain it? Why did you choose this career?
I did a PC engineering course at Varsity College. My career chose me, I had no clue what to study after Matric so I
chose to do a course in Information Technology (IT) after persuasion from the marketing team at Varsity College.
Tell us about your job at Lima?
I was employed by Lima in 2010. My job entails managing a large fleet of vehicles and providing IT support to staff.
In what way, if at all, has working for Lima benefitted you professionally?
Working for Lima is more than just a job or a salary. I find satisfaction here due to the appreciation from staff when I
assist them. I have learnt and continue to learn from each and every one I come into contact within the organisation.
Please share some of the memorable experiences you have had at Lima thus far?
Definitely the TO Strand weekend away for Lima‟s 25th birthday! I also love the exciting aura created by Lima staff
when we are awarded with new tenders; it really shows team work & camaraderie by all of us.
You come across as someone who is reserved. Tell us something we, at Lima, do not know about you?
I believe in the “work hard and play hard” philosophy. I am actually a lot of fun to be around. I am also very helpful
and quite a softy when it comes to children & the elderly. I also believe I have a great sense of humour. Here‟s a
joke to justify myself: Q: Why did the cat sit on the computer? A: To keep an eye on the mouse.
Do you have any talents or interesting hobbies?
I have a love for cars - like most Indian guys do (laughs). I have also learnt how to play with Lego and Barbie dolls.
Your biggest life lesson?
Stop stressing- life can be good if you allow it to be. We all go through ups and downs but having strong faith and
belief in oneself is what will see one through.
What is your understanding of dignity and its importance?
Dignity is priceless. We owe it to ourselves and to others to respect the dignity of humankind and animals; to respect
and be respected and to trust and be trusted.
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WE DIG DIGNITY: WELCOME NEW STAFF
A few changes have taken place within the organisation over the past month, the establishment of an Agricultural
Economics Unit, under the management of John Flanagan, and new faces who joined this division. A new food security
coordinator also joined the organisation. Different in personalities, but very much alike in their passion for the industry in
which they work (rural development and agriculture), here are profiles on the new additions to the Lima family:

BEATRICE OPPONG

Beatrice Oppong (27) holds a Master‟s degree in Agriculture Economics from
the University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), Pietermaritzburg. She joined Lima in
September on a two-month contract. Owing to satisfactory performance, she
was offered a permanent position as a Junior Agricultural Economist.
In her new position, Oppong is involved in a wide range of field farming projects
with senior agricultural economists and professionals. Her job requires the
understanding of and determination of policies concerning agricultural and
consumption affairs; the purchasing, processing and distribution of agricultural
products and economic evaluation of agricultural projects as well as research,
among other tasks. Her primary aim, she says, is to “maximize profitability in
agriculture to benefit society”. Apart from being a professional, Oppong is also
a wife and proud mother of two who strongly believes in the transformative
power of education - something her parents instilled in her from a young age.

Tshepo Pilusa hails from Limpopo province but has spent about nine years in the
KwaZulu-Natal province because of studies and work. He says his passion for
agriculture was evident from his primary school days when he started and
maintained a food garden at home. As he grew older though, he was set on
becoming an agricultural engineer but fate wouldn‟t allow him to follow that career.
Today, he is both a UKZN alumnus and student, having obtained his BSc in
Agriculture (Agriculture Economics) from there and currently studying towards an
MSc in Agriculture at the said university. In October 2014, he worked for Lima on a
part-time basis, to allow him time to concentrate on his studies. He was employed
permanently as an Economist in November 2015, a position which entails
research work which has, so far, involved lots of policy research, analysis and
review. Although he has over six years of experience in his field, Pilusa takes this
position as an opportunity to gain more knowledge about his sector and expects to
acquire a new set of skills, given the vast projects he works on. He attributes his
open-mindedness and go-getter outlook to his motto that good things do not come
to those who wait but those who work hard and smart.

VELELO XONGWANA

TSHEPO PILUSA

He describes himself as a level-headed, ambitious and all-round easy going
young man who thoroughly enjoys his career in agriculture. Velelo Xongwana
(24) was employed as a Food Security Coordinator on the 16th November 2015.
Working under the guidance of Lima consultant Erna Kruger and Lima manager
Lynette Parsons, Xongwana will be managing and implementing food security
programmes. This is work around household gardens, water harvesting and
nutrition, among other areas. On his expectations for this position, Xongwana
counts on learning the tricks of the trade, getting exposure to the technicalities of
food security and becoming an integral thought leader in the food security sector.
He holds an MSc in Agriculture (Crop Science) which he obtained from UKZN.
He lives by the words: “Offer what you can give and accept what you don‟t have.”
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FRIENDS OF UKZN AGRICULTURE
PROFESSOR MIKE LYNE SPENDS SABATICAL AT UKZN

Professor Michael Lyne, Head of the Department of
Agribusiness and Markets, and Associate Professor
of International Rural Development at Lincoln
University in New Zealand, is back at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal for a three-month sabbatical.

ABOVE: Prof Michael Lyne (left), Duncan Stewart, Lima‟s
Managing Director (centre) and Prof Gerald Ortmann.

Prof Lyne‟s association with UKZN goes back to the
1970s when he completed a BSc(Agric) degree at
the institution majoring in Agricultural Economics.
He also completed his Masters and Doctoral
degrees at UKZN and was promoted to Professor in
the Department of Agricultural Economics in 1998.
He has maintained close ties with colleagues past
and present since moving to New Zealand in 2007,
and hosted Professor Gerald Ortmann of UKZN as
Visiting Professor in 2014.

Prof Lyne is passionate about agriculture and agribusiness as engines of economic growth, and was a founding
director of Lima. He remains connected with Lima and with the Agricultural Economics Association of South Africa
(AEASA), returning to South Africa on a regular basis to participate in the Association‟s annual conferences, further
his research with colleagues and students at UKZN, work with Lima on development projects, and to enjoy the
company of friends, family and colleagues in a warm and welcoming country.
The main objective of his current sabbatical is to publish the results of recently completed research, including the
work of UKZN Masters student, Nomonde Jonas, who evaluated the extension service delivered by Lima to small
farmers in the Umzimkhulu district. Dr Lyne co-supervised this research and presented it at AEASA‟s 2015
conference. A second objective involves „action‟ research on a local farmworker equity-share scheme. The aim of
this research is to address liquidity problems that constrain the entry and exit of employees after these schemes
have been established. Prof Lyne will also be assisting the review of a new food security policy tool developed by
Michigan State University and the International Food Policy Research Institute in partnership with Professor Sheryl
Hendriks at the University of Pretoria. We wish him an enjoyable stay and success in all his endeavours.

JOHN FLANAGAN EXCELS AT AEASA CONFERENCE 2015
Academic staff and postgraduate students in Agricultural Economics at UKZN
received a number of awards at the 53rd annual Conference of the Agricultural
Economics Association of South Africa (AEASA) held in Parys recently.

Mr John Flanagan, Manager of the Lima Agricultural Economics Unit, won the
2014/15 AEASA Best Masters Thesis Award for his dissertation entitled „Spatial
prioritisation of conservation areas on the fringes of KwaZulu-Natal protected
areas: application of the characteristics framework using tourism competitiveness.‟ He was supervised by Prof Edilegnaw Wale and co-supervised by Mr
Mark Darroch. John graduated in April 2015 with an MSc Agric (Agribusiness)
degree cum laude. (Articles supplied by Friends of UKZN Agriculture)
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LIMA BOARD DIRECTORS WELCOMED
Lima is very proud to announce the appointment of two new board directors Professor (Prof) Unathi Kolanisi and
Doctor (Dr) Edwin Ngidi who are replacing two previous members who stepped down from their positions a few
months ago. With their high level of qualifications, work experience and credentials, the new directors have their
hearts set on changing the areas of rural and agribusiness development and food security for the better. Read a little
more about them below:

PROFESSOR UNATHI KOLANISI

Prof Unathi Kolanisi holds a PhD degree in Consumer Sciences,
from North Western University, a degree in Human Ecology from
University of Western Cape and a Diploma in Agricultural
Research for Development from the International Centre for
development oriented Research in Agriculture [ICRA]
(Netherlands-Wageningen). She is currently a lecturer in the
African Centre for Food Security at UKZN. She has published in
and been a reviewer of many accredited journals and has
supervised more than 60 post graduate degree holders. A
woman of many accolades, she is a member of Women
Organising for Change in Agriculture and Natural Resource
Management (WOCAN), is a social facilitator and trainer.
Prof Kolanisi was head-hunted by Lima Managing Director Duncan Stewart because of her vast expertise in food
security and community development. She is approaching this new role with vigour and hopes that she will make
valuable contributions to the improvement of the life of the vulnerable.
Summing her academic journey, Prof Kolanisi said: “My life story is from technikon drop-out to guesthouse front-ofhouse to professor. I learnt some invaluable life lessons from the latter.” When she is not busy with her academic
commitments, this married woman and mother of one enjoys cooking, networking and motivating young people.

DR EDWIN NGIDI

A self-proclaimed agriculture enthusiast, Dr Ngidi actively participated
in crop and livestock production from childhood. This was because
his parents, who were both teachers, shared a love for agriculture
and nature conservation. The difficulties that the family faced with
livestock diseases prompted Dr Ngidi to enrol for a two-year diploma
in animal health at the Owen Sithole College of Agriculture,
previously known as Cwaka College of Agriculture. He went on to
obtain a BSc in Agriculture from Berea College in Kentucky, United
States of America (USA) after securing a bursary. Upon completion
of his degree, Dr Ngidi got a United Nations scholarship to study
towards a Master‟s degree in Dairy at Ohio State University in USA.
His focus was on the nutrition of ruminant animals and rumen physiology. For his PhD - sponsored by the Kellogg
Foundation and done through UKZN- he diversified, focusing on poultry nutrition.
Dr Ngidi has held various positions in companies such as Rainbow and the KZN Department of Agriculture which
impacted immensely on his knowledge and experience. He is now self-employed and does consultancy work for the
Department of Rural Development and Land Reform. Though not his first appointment to sit on a board, the doctor
is looking forward to maintaining good governance of Lima and increasing agribusiness and rural development.
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JOYFUL CHRISTMAS AT NHLOSOKUHLE
A jumping castle, a group of excited children, Father Christmas, some treats and gifts - that is the recipe for a really
enjoyable Christmas party at Nhlosokuhle Crèche!
Lima organised its third annual Christmas party for Nhlosokuhle crèche, its current corporate social investment (CSI)
beneficiary in Snathing, Pietermaritzburg. This took place on the 27th November, coinciding with break-up day at the
crèche.
It was a fun-filled day characterised by singing, dancing and lots of rejoicing. Although the children were excited to
receive gifts from and take photographs with Father Christmas, they were evidently more captivated by the jumping
castle which had been hired for them. The screams of joy when the moment arrived to jump on the castle was
priceless.
Thank you to the Lima staff members who attended the party and those who contributed. Special thanks to Zakeera
Shaik, who played an instrumental role in organisation and Brendan Johnson who assisted with the transportation of
Lima staff and jumping castle as well as playing Santa for the day. Thank-you to Tim Houghton, who donated toys.
Click here for more pictures
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